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Abstract—This paper intends to reverse the "technical
teaching" mode of Chinese teachers and explore a teaching mode
of study-plan guidance learning that is based on the specific
teaching situation and the characteristics of Chinese subject,
which highlights the subject status of students' learning, and
reflects the characteristics of Chinese subject. This paper
attempts to construct the "three-point and one-side" classroom
teaching structure and the "six-step" teaching process of
Chinese reading course, which starts from the study of studyplan guidance, uses group cooperation as a fulcrum and ends
with class type construction.
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INTRODUCTION

"Study plan guided learning" has been widely used in basic
education and professional education. Due to the differences in
education's regional characteristics, discipline characteristics,
class type characteristics, individual differences of students
and other aspects, as well as the imperfection and improper
application of the theoretical research on learning case
guidance, we often face a dilemma: On the one hand, if the
teacher guides excessively, the student cannot realize
independent study and the cooperation inquiry in a true sense;
On the other hand, if the guidance of teachers is not enough,
students' inquiry activities will be in disorder, thus they are
unable to complete the learning task. As a result, the guiding
effect of study plan is not good in practical application. Some
teachers even give up study plan directly. As a result, starting
from the Chinese reading class, we will explore how to apply
"study plans’ guidance" in the Chinese reading class.
So, what is the study plan guided method? Learning plan is
a bridge that teachers use to help students master the content of
textbooks, communicate learning and teaching. It is also an
important medium for cultivating students' independent
learning and their ability of building knowledge. It has the
function of guiding "reading, listening, thinking and doing". In
addition, learning plan not only has the function of guiding
learning, but also has the function of "guiding teaching". The
proposal of learning plan makes the cultivation of subjectivity
and autonomy guaranteed by the teaching process structure,
and also makes teachers’ leading role more effective and
tangible.

The teaching structure of "three points and one side" of
learning plan guidance — the starting point of learning plan
guidance, the fulcrum of group cooperation and the "three
points and one side" of class type construction
The core concept of the class teaching research of Chinese
literature study guidance relies on "guidance". That is, how can
teachers guide students' learning, inspire their thinking and
promote their growth? How can they promote their growth
with the starting point of "learning plan guidance", the fulcrum
of "group cooperation", and the final point of “class-based
construction”? How can they focus on the classroom teaching
structure that highlights students' independent and cooperative
learning to help students to study independently, communicate
cooperatively and discuss problems, so as to achieve the
ultimate state of "teaching is for not to teach"?
Class structures

Student
Study plan
guidance

Group
cooperation

Fig. 1. “Three points and on side” Chinese literature stuan structure.

II.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE "SIX-STEP" TEACHING PROCESS
OF CHINESE READING COURSE

A. Understanding of Reading Courses
Reading class is the most common type of Chinese
teaching. Its basic requirement is: the teacher guides the
student to communicate with the text, with the author, and with
them. While fully demonstrating the leading role of teachers,
the teaching process should stimulate and mobilize students'
learning enthusiasm, emphasize their main role in the process
of reading, discussion, answering, writing and other ways, and
cultivate students' listening, speaking, reading, writing ability
and creative thinking. Take classical Chinese reading teaching
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as an example. In the traditional classical Chinese reading
teaching, many teachers put a lot of time and energy on the
classical Chinese knowledge. They ask students to technically
recite after drilling the knowledge. As a result, students are
passively under the suppression of the teacher's ideas, and are
scattered in learning, unable to actively understand the author's
thoughts and control the structure of the article, and unable to
improve their reading ability.
B. The Specific Implementation of the "Learning Plan
Guidanceg" in the Reading Course
1) To issue study plans and define the objectives: In this
part, teachers are required to send the pre-written learning
guidance plan to students two days in advance, so that
students can clearly know the learning contents, learning
objectives, key and difficult points, etc. Teachers can simply
interpret the objectives to students: pointing out what to do, to
what extent they shall do and giving students the appropriate
guidance of learning methods. Students have to complete the
rest of the study with goals. This can enable students to make
a correct evaluation of the learning situation in a timely
manner, check for omissions and make up for deficiencies,
improve the structure of knowledge and ability, and improve
the learning efficiency.
2) To prepare according to the study-plan and to feedback
problems: After the learning objectives are defined, students
are required to learn independently according to the guidance
plan: they should independently read the content of teaching
materials, consult materials, and complete the "learning tasks"
of the guided learning plan. If there is any problem that
cannot be solved in the process of learning alone, mark it with
red pen, or write down other new problems in the learning
notes column, so as to solve it later. This section can be left
for students to complete after class. If students encounter
more complex learning contents, they can also arrange one
class for students to "learn alone".
After students finish the "independent learning" task within
the specified time, the teacher can collect and review the
study-plan, and then sort out the common problems of students
according to their completion, so as to prepare for the later
teaching. For the individual questions of students, teachers
may give individual guidance or make notes on the study-plans,
which not only examines students’ preview, but also is the
teacher's second preparation for the lesson. Of course, the task
of "independent learning" can be checked by the teacher
(random check), or by the group leader, or by students' mutual
check etc. Then the class representative collects the questions
and gives them to the teacher. This not only cultivates students'
good habit of completing learning tasks on time, but also
improves the benefits of relevant teaching activities.
3) Cooperation and communication, solving problems and
dispelling doubts: For the First step, pair learning or group
learning.
This session is arranged 10 minutes before the new class.
During these 10 minutes, students are required to do "pair
learning" according to their problems in self-learning. If "pair
learning" cannot solve their problems, they should conduct

"group learning" to complete the teaching content. ""Group
learning" requires the team leader to complete the following
three tasks:
First, actively share the self-study results, so that the
members of the group can reach an agreement.
Second, initiatively put forward new questions and answer
the questions of other team members. For problems that cannot
be solved within the group, the group leader shall make a
careful record, so as to propose to be solved by other group
members or teachers during "class learning". Each member is
required to speak during the panel discussion.
Third, the team leader shall assign specific display tasks
and prepare for the group display: who raised questions of the
group? Who are to show by the blackboard? How to present,
by reading, writing, speaking, or acting?
The teacher should inspect the whole class whey they are
doing "pair study" or "group study". They should participate in,
collect students’ questions and solve their problems timely.
This link will effectively implement the code of "learning
before teaching and problem-based teaching".
For the second step: studying in class.
This section is based on the students' "learning alone",
"learning by pairs" and "group learning" and uses the middle
20 minutes of the class to carry out the class communication
and learning activities. During this period, students need to be
guided to actively answer the questions raised by other groups
that cannot be solved in "pair learning" or "group learning".
Teachers, as instructors, should create democratic,
harmonious, equal and free atmosphere, timely give
instructions, guide students to question boldly, and to express
their own views. When students do not explore enough, stay in
a shallow level or deviate from the theme, teachers should
timely ask, point out, inspire and guide them to seek solutions
independently. The teacher should not interrupt the students or
talk too much. Teachers should timely evaluate students'
answers, in a word, to make them keep a best learning state,
and keep the class an active learning state. In this link, the
teacher can also teach important and difficult points that
students meet during their communication and self-study. They
should keep to the point, speak clearly with good reason. At
the same time, we should take these problems as examples and
elevate them from individual problems to general rules so that
students can conclude the connections between old and new
knowledge points under the guidance of teachers and build
knowledge networks. In this way, the students' comprehensive
ability of analysis can be cultivated, and the teaching effect can
be understood.
In this link, attention should be paid to the following three
aspects:
First, teachers should explain in groups. In front of the
blackboard, group representatives analyze and explain the
trace of thought and steps to solve problems, as well as the
learning experience and inspirations; allow multiple forms of
presentation, focus on the participation of students, and strive
for the participation of students at different levels.
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Second, in view of the students' presentation, teachers and
students make timely comments, or ask questions, and
supplement in-depth inquiry.
Third, in the process of presentation, students should not
only pay attention to the summary of knowledge, but also pay
attention to students' language, demeanor, action, emotion,
writing, etc., so as to give full play to the leading role of
teachers.
4) Reaching the standard timely and optimizing the
compensation: This link practices students to exercise
knowledge learned through "consolidating key points", which
can be placed in the last 10 minutes of class. The standard test
is a timely compensation teaching for the feedback of students.
Standard exercises should be limited in time and completed
independently. Teachers patrol in the classroom, pay attention
to the examination of students with learning difficulties, and
collect information of students answering questions. After the
completion of the exercise, teachers should timely check, give
feedback and do correction. The basic requirements of
feedback and correction are "timely feedback and timely
correction; real feedback and accurate correction. Therefore,
the exercises corresponding to each knowledge point should
stick to the key, difficult, fallible, and confusing points, so as
to consolidate the basic knowledge learned in this lesson.

Feedback correction is not only written practice, testing, but
can also be questions, presentations, exercises and other forms.
In order to enable students of different grades to experience
success, stratified standardized tests can be adopted. The
standard training is divided into A level and B level.
Underachievers can only complete A level questions,
excellent students need to complete both levels.
5) To extend and broaden students’ horizon: This link
may start from the knowledge points related to teaching
materials to do an extension, broaden the students’ knowledge
vision, and enhance their study enthusiasm. In this link,
teachers can flexibly master and timely control students'
learning time.
6) Consolidation, summary, reflection and understanding:
This link is completed after class. Students can summarize by
themselves according to the situation of self-study, discussion
and teachers' instructions. Summary can be to summarize the
main points of knowledge, to talk about the effect of learning,
to summarize the learning methods of this course, and to talk
about the doubts after learning. In a word, the reflection after
each lesson should be written into a text paragraph. Teachers
should review the reflection and summary of students one by
one to understand the learning state of students, so as to adjust
the later teaching program.

Distributing learning plan and making clear
learning goals
(Self-study + teachers' guidance)
“1”: pair-study and group-study in first
10 minutes of class
Cooperation and problems solving
(Pair-learning, group-learning+ class-learning,
+teachers' guidance)
“2”: class-study during 20 minutes
between the class
Timely mastering and optimized compensation
(Consolidating knowledge +teachers' comments)

Extension and horizon broadening
(Self-learning)

“3”: consolidation of the last 10 minutes of
the class

Consolidation and conclusion, reflection and
comprehension
(Self-learning)
Fig. 2. The construction diagram of the reading course.

III.

CONCLUSION

The learning plan guidance method changes the teacher's
indoctrination teaching into the student's independent learning,
enabling students to obtain the learning motivation. It turns

students from “understanding what the teacher taught” to
“understanding what they have learned”; from “being able to
understand” to “being able to learn”, which makes them grasp
the effective learning methods. Also, it makes them change
from “heteronomy” to “self-discipline”. This will enable
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students to acquire self-confidence, self-esteem, and stimulate
their internal learning potential.
But from another point of view, to promote the wide
application of learning plan guidance method in Chinese
teaching requires teachers to face all students in the teaching
process. They should treat all students equally and create a
stage for all students to express their talents so that every
student can develop. In order to achieve the harmonious
development of teaching and learning, teachers' guidance and
students' learning should be carried out throughout the whole
teaching process. They should never turn the entire classroom
into a teacher's stage for their own speech or make students
unstrained. Teachers should adopt a variety of teaching
methods and advanced teaching methods. They should
consolidate what students have learned in class and maximize
classroom efficiency. At the same time, they should stimulate
the interest of students and improve the effectiveness of
teaching.
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